Fraud occurs due to intentionally manipulated data in complex and dynamic supply chains cyberspace being a complicated task for detecting or auditing agencies. However, prevention from vulnerable manipulation is the best way to reduce frauds. The application of Excel sheet as decision supporting tools, leads to identify abnormally mismatch or hidden pattern of data, and its depth analysis helps agencies to scientifically examine the feasibility of implementing one 'trust-but-verify' method in supply chain network using a probability distribution called Benford's distribution within a short span of time to detect and prevent fraudulent transactions. This paper demonstrates how to use Excel Sheet to perform Benford distribution statistical test as an effective tool for locating red flags in suspected data from decision-making data-set of supply chain network.
INTRODUCTION

Digital auditing and financial fraud detection in Supply Chain
Network are complex tasks, because fraudsters use to commit fraud by creating fictitious entities, e.g. material/ service rate or purchase Order value or vendor payments, and then manipulate the fictitious records to their advantage. It becomes very challenging job for detecting or auditing agencies to find abnormal duplications of specific digits, digit combinations, specific numbers and round numbers or other forms manipulation in data. The principles of Benford law were first published in American Journal of Mathematics during 1881. Dr. Frank Benford (1938) became convinced that more numbers have small leading digits, like 1 or 2 than large leading digits. Benford Probability Distribution has been tested for numbers in statistical tables (Goutsmit and Furry,1944) , physical constants (Knuth,1969and Burke and Kincanon,1991) , half lives in radioactive decay (Buck et al. ,1993) , failure rates (Becker,1982) , population volumes (Hill ,1999) , socio-economic data (Varian ,1972) , stock exchange data (Ley,1996, and Pietronero et al.,2001 ), application of law to biological findings (Hoyle et al. ,2002 ), Newton's Method (Berger et al.,2005) , apply for earth science data (Nigrini and Miller ,2007) , election results (Torres et al.,2007, etc. Recent research papers have reported interesting new areas, where Benford's Law holds true, yet the tests are used by auditors in identifying fraudulent transitions with a check of digital frequencies in tax or other financial data against the Benford distribution (Nigrini, 1996) .Benford's Law has been promoted for providing the auditor with a tool that is simple and effective for the detection of fraud ( Durtschi, Hillison and Pacini ,2004) . Some studies have also reported success in similar results for Benford's law being a useful tool for identifying suspect accounts for further analysis ( Skousen, et al.,2004) ; for prices in ebay auctions(Giles ,2005) etc. The Benford Probability Distribution for fraud detection in supply chain to identify the abnormal transactions of small data set, which lead to red flags (Varma,T. N. and Khan, D. A.,2012). In this study they found that the total payment data of all vendors of a particular period of an organisation obey this distribution but on applying this law on individual vendor payment data from the sub set of data set, it was observed that there was violation of Benford probability distribution against one vendor data and this pattern strongly rejects the Benford's Law as per Chi-square test of significance. On further analysis, it was observed that the red flags of these fraudulent activities in Supply Chain Management were lack of clarity in job specification, selection of vendor without capability assessment and wrong inputs/ incomplete data in negotiation sheet to highlight capability of vendor etc. Computer-assisted audit techniques, like IDEA and ACL are most popular amongst auditors or detectors for applying Benford's Law for digital analysis on entire population of transactional data but it is costly and not easily available to all members of Supply Chain Networks of an organization. Although Microsoft Excel is an easily available software in any IT based organization, which has many powerful formulae, and it is very easy to run it as the features of an audit tool without any add-ins with limitation of 65,536 rows or records of data, 'batch' audit routines, easy to access logs for later reference, relating tables in data management tests etc without any extra cost on Supply Chain Management. Where Microsoft spread sheet is not available then it can be easily applicable with open source software.This article explains and demonstrates a practical approach of an effective method for searching hidden pattern or error, or manipulated data in a data-set from Supply Chain Network by using Excel Sheet or open source spread sheets and formula without any add-ins to perform the tasks required to Benford distribution test.
BENFORD'S LAW
Benford empirical studies lead to propose that in many real world applications the first digit D follows the probability distribution:
(1) 
Using the above formulae, it is observed that approximately 30.1% of the numbers have first digit one, while only 4.6% of the numbers have first digit nine. Actually, once the position of the digit in a number in increased, the gap converges to zero. 
METHODOLOGY
Selection and Import of Data
A sample data of financial transition of payment made, i.e. invoice values to all vendors in first column as shown in figure 1 of a Microsoft Excel Worksheet has been taken for a specified period of an organization. Entry of data in columns of sheet is be performed manually or pasting from another sheets (CTR-C for copying and then CTR-V for pasting), or importing data by help of data connection wizards. It is to be made sure that all data in this column must be numeric. Benford's Law does not apply to all numeric population as pre-assigned numbers, random in nature, non-established minimum or maximum value, clustering of values around a particular amount, etc. 
Extraction of First Significant Digit
Benford Probability Distribution is based upon the distribution of lead digit in set of naturally occurring numbers. These lead digits can be easily extracted by using Excel's LEFT function, whose Syntax is LEFT (text, [num_chars]), where text is the text string that contains the characters to be extracted, and Num_chars specifies the number of characters as required. Num_chars must be greater than or equal to zero. If num_chars is greater than the length of text, LEFT returns all of text and it is omitted, assumed to be 1. In this case, left most digit can be extracted by using formula for B2 cell as =LEFT(A2,1) or simply by formula =LEFT(A2) and then replicate this formula over the remaining rows at the end of the transactions. 
Observed Frequency of First Significant Digit
This task can be performed by using SUBTOTAL function. Firstly, sort out the First Significant Digit list, which was stored in second column so that the rows subtotals are grouped together, and the rows, which contain zeros in this column be eliminated. 
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defines which cells will be counted. For example, to count all the '1s' in the range C2:C1556, the formula would be =COUNTIF($C$2:$C$1556,"=1"). This formula should then be replicated over the eight more cells, with counts for the digits 2 to 9.
Figure 3a Use of SUBTOTAL Function Figure 3b Use of COUNTIF Function
Percentage Frequency Distribution of observed FSD
The frequency of all FSD can be calculated in previous steps by using SUBTOTAL or COUNTIF formula in Column E as appeared in figure 3a or 3b. For calculating percentage frequency of observed or actual data, the formula =(E2/$E$11)*100 can be used, where E2 cell contains frequency of FSD 1 and value of total observation in E11 cell, which is shown in Figure 4 . 
Percentage Frequency Distribution of expected FSD
The frequency of all FSD (1-9) can be calculated in previous steps appeared in Column E as shown in figure 3a or 3b. For removing Count text from Column D, selection of this column and finding Count (CTR-F) can be used, then replacing all by blank. The expected frequency percentage can be computed by using the Excel formula for Benford's Probability Distribution, i.e. =LOG10(1+(1/D2))*100) for digit 1. This formula should be replicated over the other First Significant Digits 2 to 9 as shown in Figure 5 . 
Chi Square Test
Once the observed or actual and expected values have been obtained, the chi square can be computed as the sum of (O-E)*(O-E)/E. In this formula, O is the number of First Significant digits percentage observed and E is the number expected (which was computed) frequency percentage. The sum of each of these nine computed values provides the Chi Square value. This amount can be evaluated for 8 degrees of freedom to determine the acceptance or rejection of Benford's Law.
Figure 6 Chi Square Test for all invoice data set
The tabulated critical values for Chi square distribution at 1%, 5% and 10% level of significance for 8 degrees of freedom are 20.090, 15.507 and 13.362 respectively. If this value is greater than calculated value then it accepst the null hypothesis, otherwise it rejects the Benford's rule, where lies the chance of manipulation of data by fraudsters. By Figure 6 it is observed that the calculated value is much less than tabulated critical value, hence it accepts the null hypothesis, and the distribution is as per Benford's Probability Distribution.
Graph
Select the data from observed frequency and expected frequency percentage column and then after inserting chart wizard use chart tools as design, layout, format etc., whose output is shown below in figure 7 . In first chart series being used as bar for actual frequency percentage and line for Benford frequency percentage and in second graph both distributions as bar chart. 
Analysis of data Subset
On repeating steps 3.1 -3.7 for each subset of invoice data set of vendors in order to determine the chi square values for each, it was observed that there was a huge difference between actual and Benford Frequency % as shown in Figure  8 for FSD 9, where probability of fraudulent transition of data is there in the Supply Chain Network. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Analysis of data set of all vendors' invoice
From figure 6 , it appears that this data set conforms to the Benford's probability distribution because the frequency of FSD is much more common than suggested by Benford's law. Visual inspection of Figure 7 makes it very tempting to argue that the distribution of vendor' invoice first digit percentages are almost identical with percentages predicted by the Benford's Probability Distribution, and Chi-square goodnessof-fit test conforms to Benford's Probability Distribution, which is of statistical significance.The calculated critical value is 2.866, which is much less than critical value for Chi square distribution at 1%, 5% and 10% level of significance for 8 degrees of freedom, which are 20.090, 15.507 and 13.362 respectively; hence, it accepts the null hypothesis. Therefore, it leads to correlate this pattern strongly with Benford's Distribution.
Analysis of data set of individual vendor
On analysis of large data set, it was found that the invoice data set of all vendors is obeying the Benford's Distribution. By repeating steps as discussed in 3.1 to 3.7, it has been observed that one vendor's data is violating Benford distribution because the difference between first significant digits frequency percentage and expected frequency distribution is very high as shown in figure 8 , i.e. against digit 9. In this case the critical value for Chi square distribution at 1%, 5% and 10% level of significance for 8 degrees of freedom is very high, which strongly rejects Benford's distribution, and which is alarming for red flags in Supply Chain Network.
Fraud Analysis
By analysing the invoice data of this particular vendor for which FSD, the difference between observed frequency and expected frequency percentage has been found very high (FSD 9). The phenomena happened as most of payments were made between Rs.90000 to Rs.99999 to avoid the higher approval authorities limit, i.e. one lakh, which was the generation of procurement fraud. This occurred due to splitting of purchase orders, and the repeat orders were awarded to the vendors to manipulate payment with ulterior motives. On further analysis, it was observed that the these fraudulent activities were made due to incomplete or vague job specification, selection of vendor without proper capability assessment, and wrong inputs/ incomplete data in negotiation sheet to highlight capability of vendor, etc.
CONCLUSION
In the fraudulent transactions scenario or manipulation of data in Supply Chain cycle, data analysis can be applied to detect frauds with application of auditing software. This study demonstrates that the fraud detection can be as one of the proactive activities to help auditors or detecting agencies to identify the abnormal transactions, and to assist them in performing their tasks more effectively, efficiently and economically within a short span of time with help of simple Excel Functions, which will reduce the risk of fraud in supply chain.
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